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MAKE ROOM FOR ISLAMISTGATE:  
THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION’S NEW SCANDAL 

Barry Rubin 
Jewish Press, June 4th, 2013 

 

Up to now the Obama Administration has faced three big scandals—the IRS, the bugging of AP and 
Fox, and Benghazi. And now here is scandal Number 4:  For the last four years the Obama 
Administration has conducted a major “outreach” program to Islamic groups in the United States and in 
the Middle East. Patrick Poole has been investigating this project and in a comprehensive article now 
presents the full scoop and scope of what’s been going on. His article, “Blind to Terror: The U.S. 
Government’s Disastrous Muslim Outreach Efforts and the Impact on U.S. Policy” in the new, Summer, 
issue of MERIA Journal is a game changer 
 

http://www.jewishpress.com/indepth/analysis/rubin-reports/make-room-for-islamistgate-the-obama-administrations-new-scandal/2013/06/04/0/
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You may think that you know about this subject but it goes far beyond what you have heard about. The 
majority of groups and individuals promoted by the Obama Administration have been radical Islamists, 
particularly Muslim Brotherhood cadre, and more than occasionally people involved in terrorist activity. 
Moderate Muslims have been neglected and isolated by this project which has helped the radicals, 
Islamists, and pro-terrorists gain hegemony in the Muslim community in America. 
 

Again, you may think that you know this story but it is far more extensive than has ever before been 
revealed. Often, the White House and FBI have granted access and worked with those who were 
simultaneously being investigated on serious charges of terrorism. 
 
The whole “outreach” program has been a farce and it would be charitable to describe it as incompetent 
on the part of the Obama Administration.  Patrick Poole pulls all of the material together for the first 
time and shows serious flaws that have endangered Americans in scores of cases. 
 

Radicals have been given credentials as moderates, been provided with information that should have 
remained secret, been allowed to advise and influence U.S. policy. The kind of government mishandling 
of terrorist threats that characterize the Fort Hood case and the Boston bombing has been business as 
usual. 
 

Here is a portion of Patrick Poole’s article: 
 

“When President Obama hosted his annual Iftar dinner in August 2010 to commemorate the 
Muslim celebration of Ramadan, the list of invitees published by the White House was curiously 
missing the names of several attendees – all of whom were top leaders of organizations known to 
be purveyors of jihadist ideology and implicated by federal prosecutors in financing terrorism. 
 

“But it wasn’t like they had crashed the party. In fact, one of the individuals missing on the 
official White House list, Mohamed Majid, president of the Islamic Society of North America 
(ISNA), was pictured in a news service photograph sitting at the front table just a few feet from 
the president as he spoke When Majid was hailed by Time Magazine in November 2005 as a 
“moderate Muslim cleric” that was helping the FBI fight terrorists, he quickly published an open 
letter to his congregation on the mosque’s website assuring his congregants that he was doing no 
such thing stating that his relationship with the FBI was a one-way street only to communicate 
Muslim community concerns – not to report on individuals suspected of terrorist activity. 
 

“It was just a few years ago the Attorney General of the United States was canceling Muslim 
outreach events for the sole reason that Majid would be present at the meeting, because the 
Department of Justice had just named ISNA as an unindicted co-conspirator in the largest 
terrorism financing trial in American history. 
 

“But Majid’s connection to terrorism goes back even farther than that, since the offices of the 
mosque he leads, the All Dulles Area Muslim Society (ADAMS) Center, were raided by U.S. 
Customs authorities in March 2002 in a wide-sweeping terror finance investigation. In an 
affidavit requesting a search warrant for the raids, Customs Agent David Kane testified that 
Majid’s mosque was being used to launder hundreds of thousands of dollars for the targeted 
terror finance network that shared offices with ADAMS. An appendix to the Customs Service 
affidavit also names eleven ADAMS Center officials as targets of their terror finance 
investigation.And yet Majid and the ADAMS Center are still considered legitimate outreach 
partners by the FBI. 
 

“This was just the most recent episode in the disastrous attempts at outreach to the Muslim 
community since the 9/11 attacks. And with the release in 2011 of President Obama’s strategic 
plan to combat “violent extremism” to expand outreach to these same terror-tied groups, the 
present administration seems intent on compounding the disaster wrought by previous 
administrations.” 
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The results of this investigation should be a serious embarrassment for the Obama Administration and 
should be distributed as widely as possible. It involves the expenditure of millions of dollars of taxpayer 
money and the promotion of the forces most dangerous to American interests and to the American 
people in the world today. 
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THE IRS VS. AMERICAN LIBERTY 
Rex Murphy 

National Post, May 25, 2013 
 

Our long national Senatorial nightmare is far from over. Even as the Red Chamber’s expenses scandal 
receives severe competition from Toronto’s bizarre City Hall drug farce, there is promise of new Ottawa 
inquiries. The Senate scandal’s epicenter, Mike Duffy, is proving to be more famous off-camera than he 
was on. 
 

It’s all both sad and ridiculous. Sad, because — on an ideal formulation — the Senate is where we 
should send (and in some cases have sent) those Canadians we are most proud of, those who are an 
embodiment of Canadiana. Indeed, some good and great people have been and are Senators. Those 
folks, especially, must be ashamed to see the Senate’s reputation being dragged around like this. 
 

But some context is necessary: For Canadians, our senatorial melodrama has partly obscured a more 
ominous series of scandals currently unfolding south of the border, threatening the reputation and 
agenda of Barack Obama in his second term. The U.S. scandals are, in my judgment, far more 
worrisome — they go to the very heart of democratic politics — than ours. 
 

There are a trinity of them. The first two, to cite the shorthand, are (1) the Benghazi coverup; and (2) the 
Justice Department’s spying on the press, including the seizure of phone records and emails from 
Associated Press and Fox News reporters. 
 

But it is the third scandal that is by far the most devastating: the discovery that the Internal Revenue 
Service — the fearsome, bullying, virtually unchallengeable IRS — has been deliberately intruding into 
the political process: picking which groups to favour, and which to harass and distress, by targeting 
groups self-identified as “Tea Party” or “patriot.” 
 

There is not yet evidence that such actions were performed at the order of elected officials. But even 
without that connection, the idea that the U.S. tax-collecting agency, with all its powers and 
investigative reach, has turned “political,” is horrifying. It has shocked even Democrats. In hundreds of 
cases — more than 500 according to one report — the IRS applied additional scrutiny to conservative 
groups seeking tax-exempt status. And in doing so, the IRS demanded all sorts of private information 
from the applicants, effectively intimidating and harassing them on the basis of their political beliefs. 
This is the very nullification of the American idea: It is the long arm of the tax authority targeting the 
citizenry. All this in a country founded on a tax revolt. 
 

This week, Congress offered the edifying spectacle of a high IRS official in charge of these filings 
appearing before its Finance Committee — in one breath sourly proclaiming her innocence, and in 
another taking the Fifth. Let us put it this way: When a high IRS official pleads the Fifth amendment 
before Congress, there is something very rotten in the state. 
 

Initially, there were assurances that all was well, then that it was merely a rogue agent or two in a single 
city (Cincinnati). It’s beyond that now. It has ramified to the point where officials in the White House 
are saying that they knew of the IRS scandal but did not tell (which itself is very telling) the President. 
 

Much like our Senate story, no one is stepping up and either telling all or taking responsibility. When he 
appeared before Congress, former Commissioner of the IRS Douglas Shulman was as sleek as a seal in 
his dives and evasions. Despite a proven 118 visits to the White House (including one for the “Easter 

http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2013/05/25/rex-murphy-the-irs-vs-american-liberty/
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egg hunt” — perhaps “find the Republican”) he blandly proclaims that he never discussed the issue 
with “anyone” in that bastion of power. 
 

Canada’s scandals are bad, but the American ones are frightening. What the IRS has done is twist the 
system into a partisan persecutory instrument of the party in power. The IRS is mighty: When federal 
and state police could not nail Al Capone, remember, they went to the IRS — who did get him. In the 
land of the free, it’s terrible to imagine the same tactics being used on political activists. 
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THE EXPLODING IRS SCANDAL 
Peter Wehner 

Commentary, June 5, 2013 
 

Yesterday’s congressional hearings turned out to be a disaster for the IRS and, more broadly, for the 
Obama administration. We’re now hearing from real people who are telling real stories about real 
harassment. It’s all quite chilling, from efforts to intimidate donors and illegally releasing tax returns, to 
pressuring pro-life groups not to protest outside of Planned Parenthood organizations, to demanding to 
know about the prayer activities of citizens.  
 

This kind of abuse of power, used in this manner, is something I can’t recall having seen in my three 
decades in politics. And the Obama administration’s first line of defense, which is that this was being 
conducted by rogue elements within the IRS, is collapsing. It’s clear that the intimidation tactics were 
widespread, coordinated and not confined to a few mid-level bureaucrats.  
 

We’re still in the early stages of this scandal, but it seems obvious to me that it will do substantial and 
sustained political damage. The fact that the president, his top lieutenants and Senate Democrats set the 
tone for what has occurred–that they created and encouraged a culture of intimidation–is clear evidence 
that this scandal reaches far beyond the IRS. That happened to be the agency tasked with executing the 
acts of intimidation. But the inspiration for the abuse of power came from other, political quarters. We’ll 
simply need to follow the various leads to see where this all ends up. I’m still not sure if people fully 
realize just how massive this scandal is. But before it’s over, they will. 
 

I should add that press bias continues to manifest itself in this story, with some journalists even 
declaring that Representative Darrell Issa’s attacks on White House press secretary Jay Carney make 
them more disinclined to cover the scandal. What an odd journalistic standard that is. Whatever one 
thinks of Mr. Issa and his comments about Jay Carney being a “paid liar”–and I think they’re unwise 
and unfortunate coming from a committee chairman–this scandal merits press scrutiny. And if this were 
happening under a conservative president–if those being targeted by the IRS were black, or gay, or 
liberal–I can promise you the coverage would be intense and wall-to-wall regardless of how many 
stupid things were said by Democratic members of Congress. Journalists would be falling all over 
themselves covering this story. Right now they’re not. I’ll leave it to discerning readers to figure out 
why. 
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ERIC HOLDER, GIVING JUSTICE A BAD NAME 
Michael Gerson, 

Washington Post, May 29, 2013 
 

So, Attorney General Eric Holder approved a search warrant targeting Fox News’s James Rosen for the 
crime of journalism with malice aforethought. Then the Justice Department shopped around for a judge 
who would keep the surveillance of professional and private e-mails secret. Then the department fought 
the public disclosure of the warrant since it wanted the flexibility to continue the investigation “for 

http://www.commentarymagazine.com/2013/06/05/the-exploding-irs-scandal/
http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-05-29/opinions/39597687_1_attorney-general-eric-holder-justice-department-probes
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many years.” Then, according to Daniel Klaidman of the Daily Beast, Holder read the details of this 
operation in The Post over breakfast and the reality began to “fully sink in.” 
 

“Holder knew that Justice would be besieged by the twin leak probes,” Klaidman wrote, “but, according 
to aides, he was also beginning to feel a creeping sense of personal remorse.” Some men find their moral 
bearings in the quiet of reflection; others in the crucible of suffering; still others on the front page of a 
newspaper. 
 

According to Klaidman’s article, Justice Department officials attributed Holder’s actions to the 
“withering pressure to investigate leaks from both within the intelligence community and the Congress.” 
So the weather vane complains about the wind. Apparently the attorney general’s convictions about the 
First Amendment could not survive a pelting hail of interdepartmental memos. 
 

The article cited sources close to Holder as saying he was “particularly stung by the leak controversy, in 
large part because his department’s — and his own — actions are at odds with his image of himself as a 
pragmatic lawyer with liberal instincts and a well-honed sense of balance.” Whatever Holder may see in 
his mirror each morning, this likeness is not visible to the rest of us. 
 

His balance did not seem particularly sharp when he reopened the investigation of CIA interrogators 
who had already been cleared by career prosecutors. That action was repudiated by seven former CIA 
directors and went nowhere. Or when he pushed for a civilian trial in Manhattan for Khalid Sheik 
Mohammed and other 9/11 conspirators. Under Holder’s direction, that process collapsed and the White 
House eventually assumed direct control. 
 

Holder is often a liberal. But his tenure will not be remembered for its ideological bent. At times he has 
displayed the legal sensibilities of a flower child. At other points, he has provided the legal justification 
for President Obama’s expanded drone war or pursued the broadest attack on press freedom in decades. 
No, Holder’s signature is not ideology; it is incompetence. He has spent five years learning from 
mistakes. It has been an expensive education. 
 

Done in the right spirit, incompetence can appear like sincerity. Don’t we all, on occasion, make the 
error of seizing the personal e-mails of journalists? But Holder adds some less attractive traits. He is a 
stranger to candor. On May 15, he told the House Judiciary Committee that he had no knowledge about 
“potential prosecution of the press for the disclosure of material.” This may be technically true. Rosen 
was targeted for conspiring to solicit classified material, not for the possibility he might expose it. We 
have an attorney general who perhaps technically avoided deceiving Congress. A legal achievement, of 
sorts. But hardly the highest standard of truthfulness. 
 

And Holder’s shifting judgments are defended with unwavering self-righteousness. He said critics who 
questioned his Manhattan terror trials had chosen to “cower” and lacked “confidence in the American 
system of justice.” At a recent hearing, Holder accused Rep. Darrell Issa of “unacceptable” conduct — 
hours before news broke of Holder’s unacceptable conduct in the Rosen matter. 
 

Holder has one particular, highly developed skill: a talent for loyalty. And this is designed to please an 
audience of one. But Obama’s continued trust in his besieged attorney general has radiating effects. The 
review of Justice Department abuses relating to the press is being conducted by…Holder. A special 
counsel in this case would be appointed by. …Holder. The FBI probe of the IRS scandal was ordered 
by. …Holder. In all these cases, the restoration of public trust depends on an attorney general worthy of 
public trust. 
 

During his recent Naval Academy commencement address, Obama said: “It’s no secret that in recent 
decades many Americans have lost confidence in many of the institutions that help shape our society 
and our democracy. But I suggest to you today that institutions do not fail in a vacuum. Institutions are 
made up of people, individuals. And we’ve seen how the actions of a few can undermine the integrity of 
those institutions.” 
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Mr. President, meet your attorney general. 
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